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Abstract. In this work, an image-based scene reconstruction algorithm
for the 3D documentation of archaeological trenches is proposed. It fol-
lows the structure-from-motion approach and uses only equipment that
is already part of the standard documentation procedure in archaeology,
namely a digital camera and a total station. Points measured with the to-
tal station are used to transform the model into the reference coordinate
system used at the excavation site, so that measuring and geo-referencing
becomes possible.

1 Introduction

During archaeological excavations much time and effort is spent on documenting
the site. While a lot of progress has been made in the fields of computer vision
and 3D scene reconstruction, the documentation methods in archaeology mainly
yield 2D representations of trenches. Even the photogrammetric methods—which
survey 3D points—are mostly used to produce CAD drawings and to rectify
photographs for gaining pseudo-orthoprojections. However, virtual 3D models
bear a high potential to aid in the archaeological interpretation:

– Since the configuration of finds and features is usually destroyed when the
next layer is unveiled, a 3D model provides a lasting representation of a
trench’s 3D geometry at a given point in time.

– Archaeologists can navigate the scene interactively and are no longer bound
to the photographer’s point of view. Furthermore, the ability to produce
true orthographic projections from any direction may supersede the pseudo-
orthoprojections currently used.

– The 3D models can be transformed into the coordinate system used at
the excavation site and therefore provide a means for measuring and geo-
referencing. This also enables archaeologists to correlate the model with
other spatial data, e. g. with the models of different layers of the same trench
so that the whole excavation can be reproduced virtually.

– Another benefit applies to popular science: Since laymen are not used to
abstract representations, as the above mentioned CAD drawings, 3D models
can help in presenting scientific results to the public.



For this reasons, the computation of 3D models in the archaeological documen-
tation procedure is proposed. That this is indeed promising was shown in [1].

Section 2 relates this work in the context of other projects and states its goals.
The single steps of the reconstruction process are described in Sect. 3. Section 4
presents results with synthetic as well as real data. The paper is concluded in
Sect. 5.

2 Related Work and Goal of this Project

The idea of computing 3D models of archaeological sites is not new. Basically,
there are two approaches to the problem: Laser scanning and image-based recon-
struction. A variety of projects use laser scanners for documentation purposes
(see for example [2], [3], and [4]). However, there are some drawbacks: Laser
scanners are not part of the standard documentation procedure in archaeology
and serve only a very special purpose. In some situations, they are not appli-
cable, for example in underwater archaeology. Besides that, technically trained
personnel is needed to operate the device and data acquisition can be tiresome
and time consuming. But most importantly, they are still too expensive to be
used widely.

These drawbacks are circumvented by the image-based approach for the cost
of a lower accuracy. Two approaches for general scenes can be found in [5] and [6].
The projects 3D MURALE [7], 3D-Arch [8], and ARC3D [9] perform 3D scene
reconstructions of archaeologically relevant sites. The scope of 3D MURALE is
much broader than the one in this work: Besides 3D scene reconstruction of
trenches, it focuses on artifact and terrain reconstruction and data integration
using databases. 3D-Arch has a broader focus as well with the aim of reconstruct-
ing architectural sites like castles. The project ARC3D focuses on providing a
web service where users can upload their images.

In contrast to the above mentioned projects, the goal here is to develop
an image-based scene reconstruction procedure for the 3D documentation of
archaeological trenches. The most important requirement for this approach is to
use only technical equipment that is already part of the standard documentation
procedure, namely a digital camera and a total station. Furthermore, existing
data is reused: since the models should enable measuring and geo-referencing,
they need to be explicitely transformed into the reference coordinate system from
the excavation site (see Sect. 3.5). The photogrammetric points used to compute
the transformation are surveyed in the standard documentation procedure to
rectify images for the afore mentioned pseudo-orthoprojections. Reusing existing
equipment and data ensures that the reconstruction algorithm fits well into the
standard documentation procedure. Since archaeologists are familier with digital
cameras and total stations, no additional technical training is necessary. Apart
from that, some guidelines have to be followed for the data acquistion which are
described in Sect. 3.1.

Since the algorithm focuses on a special field of application, knowledge about
the expected camera movement can be exploited. The LoopClosing algorithm,



described in Sect. 3.4, assumes that the camera was moved in an orbit around
the scene and distributes the accumulated drift error amongst all cameras to
reduce the reprojection error.

3 Reconstructing an Archaeological Site

In this section, the reconstruction algorithm is described. It follows the structure-
from-motion approach (see for example [6]). The reconstruction pipeline is visu-
alised in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the reconstruction process.

3.1 Data Acquisition

The algorithm requires an ordered sequence of images taken with a standard
digital camera as input. While in principal reconstructions can be performed
with unordered sequences as well (by using nearest-neighbour approximations
for keypoint matching [10]), this knowledge is used here to limit the search area
for keypoint matching as described in Sect. 3.2. Since the images are usually
taken with a single camera in an ordered fashion, this means no restriction for
the documentation procedure. The following principles should be followed when
taking the images:

– The intrinsic camera parameters must be constant for all images.
– Consecutive images need to overlap by a large proportion (about 80%) to

allow stable keypoint matching.
– The lighting conditions should be relatively constant.
– The scene should be opaque and static. Reflections are to be avoided. Es-

pecially the latter can be problematic in water-saturated sites. Here, pumps
must be used to lower the water level, while small puddles can be dried
temporarily with sponges.

– If the camera was moved in an orbit around the scene, this knowledge can be
exploited to further reduce the reprojection error (see Sect. 3.4). However,
this requirement is just optional.



Since the reconstruction is performed metrically (and not projectively), the
intrinsic camera parameters have to be known and are determined using [11].
The calibration can be performed before or even after the excavation, as long as
the camera parameters remain the same.

To allow measuring and geo-referencing, the model must be explicitely trans-
formed into the reference coordinate system used at the excavation site. For this
purpose, the coordinates of at least three 3D points in the scene must be known.
Such points are already surveyed in the standard documentation procedure using
a total station. They are called photogrammetric points and are reused here. The
markers of the points are left in the scene while the images are taken, so that
their 2D projections can be determined manually in the images.

3.2 Keypoint Detection and Matching

The first step of the algorithm is to detect keypoints in the images using the
well-known SIFT algorithm [12]. In the next step, keypoint correspondences
are established between successive images. As was shown in [13] the reprojec-
tion errors can be decreased if the matching is performed with two predecessors,
instead of only one. Because of the high dimensionality of the keypoints’ descrip-
tors, computing the similarity of two keypoints is not insignificant. To reduce
the quadratic complexity of the naive approach—comparing each keypoint of
one image with all keypoints in another image—a bin-based approach is em-
ployed. The image space is divided into bins and each keypoint is afterwards
added into the corresponding bin. The matching is then performed only with
the other image’s keypoints in the bin at the same position and its surrounding
neighbours.

3.3 Pose Estimation

Based on the keypoint correspondences, the camera poses can now be estimated.
The reconstruction is initialised with the first two cameras of the scene using
epipolar geometry. Since the intrinsic camera parameters are assumed to be
known, the pose estimation can be performed with the essential matrix [5, 14].
To effectively deal with outliers, a RanSaC [15] approach is employed.

The poses of the remaining cameras are computed with the POSIT algorithm
[16]. This algorithm requires 2D-3D correspondences, so 3D points need to be
triangulated [17] from the already processed views.

3.4 The LoopClosing Algorithm

In the scenario of this work it is likely that the camera was moved in an orbit
around the trench. This implies that the first and the last camera share a large
proportion of their viewports. In this case, attaching the first image again at the
end of the image sequence enables the keypoint matching and pose estimation
to be performed between these cameras as well.



Let n denote the number of input images, n + 1 the index of the attached
camera, ci the position of camera i and qi the orientation of camera i in quater-
nion representation, where 0 ≤ i ≤ (n + 1). Since the first camera is aligned
with the coordinate system, its position is c1 = (0, 0, 0)T and its orientation is
q1 = (0, 0, 0, 1). Ideally, c1 = cn+1 and q1 = qn+1 hold, but in practice errors in
camera calibration, measuring, and rounding will lead to a discrepancy between
these values. The LoopClosing algorithm distributes these discrepancies between
all cameras according to a weighting function so that the poses of the first and
the attached camera will match perfectly. Furthermore, the reprojection error is
minimized—see Sect. 4.1 for results.

The first step is to compute the discrepancies. For the position, the difference
vector is given by ∆c := c1 − cn+1. Since c1 = (0, 0, 0)T this simplifies to ∆c =
−cn+1.

Using the quaternion representation, the discrepancy in the orientation is
given as the conjugate of the quaternion of the orientation of camera n+ 1, i. e.
∆q := qn+1 = (q1,−q2,−q3,−q4), where (q1, q2, q3, q4) = qn+1.

In the second step, a weighting function w : {1, . . . , n+ 1} → [0, 1] is com-
puted. Under the reasonable assumption that the discrepancies were accumu-
lated over the sequence and grow with an increasing number of images, this
function is choosed so that the following conditions are met:

– w(1) = 0, i. e. the first camera shall not be transformed at all
– w(n+1) = 1, i. e. the attached camera shall be fully transformed so that the

poses of the first and the attached camera are equal
– w(i) < w(j) for all i < j, i. e. the cameras at the front of the sequence are

transformed less than the latter ones

The weights are computed recursively over the distance of each camera to
the first camera along the camera path: let L1 := 0 and Li := Li−1 + d(ci, ci−1),
for 1 < i ≤ n+ 1, where d(., .) is the Euclidean distance. The total length of the
camera path is given by Ltotal :=

∑n+1
i=1 d(ci, ci−1) = Ln+1. Now the weighting

function can be defined as w(i) := Li/Ltotal, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, which meets
the above mentioned conditions.

The third step is to transform the cameras. The location of camera i is re-
placed by its adjusted position ci +w(i)∆c. For the orientation, the computation
is slightly more complex. The angle of the rotation represented by the quater-
nion ∆q = (∆q,1, ∆q,2, ∆q,3, ∆q,4) is given by α := 2 cos−1(∆q,1) and the axis
can be computed as a := (1/ sin(α/2))(∆q,2, ∆q,3, ∆q,4)T. Using the weight w(i),
one computes the adjustment angle κi := w(i)α for camera i and obtains the
quaternion ri := (cos (κi/2) , sin (κi/2) a). The orientation of camera i is then
replaced by its adjusted orientation riqi.

Finally, the camera path is closed by correlating the correspondences of the
keypoints of camera n+1 with the keypoints of camera 1. Afterwards, camera n+
1 can be removed from the sequence. The loop closing procedure is concluded
by a global bundle adjustment [18].



3.5 Absolute Coordinates

To enable measuring and geo-referencing, the scene has to be transformed into
the reference coordinate system used at the excavation site. This coordinate
system is clearly determined by the photogrammetric points that are surveyed
during the standard documentation procedure. Given at least three 3D-3D corre-
spondences, the algorithm from [19] computes a transformation between the two
coordinate systems, precisely: translation, rotation, and scale. The corresponding
3D points in model coordinates are triangulated [17] from the 2D projections. To
identify these 2D projections, the markers of the photogrammetric points need
to be kept in the scene during image acquisition so that they are visible in the
images.

3.6 3D Model Generation

After the camera poses have been estimated and transformed into the reference
coordinate system, a dense 3D model of the scene can be generated. For image
rectification method [20] is used and for dense depth estimation the approach
from [21]. The output of the dense depth estimation is a depth map for each
view. Based on these depth maps a triangle mesh can be computed for each
view. To compensate for gaps and occlusions, the single meshes are displayed
simultaneously to produce the final model.

4 Results

The algorithm was evaluated on synthetic as well as real data. This section
summerises the results that were presented before in [13] and [22]. First, the
results from the synthetic scene are discussed, followed by an evaluation with
two real scenes.

4.1 Synthetic Scene

The synthetic scene was assembled similar to one of the real scenes considered in
Sect. 4.2: The virtual trench is of the same size as the trench from the Bruszczewo
scene, so that the virtual units can be interpreted as meters. One of the input
images from the Bruszczewo scene is used as texture to provide structural in-
formation for the reconstruction algorithm. The experiments with the synthetic
scene focused on the following three aspects.

Matching Keypoints with two Preceeding Images. Since is is assumed
that the input images overlap by a large proportion, each image also shares its
viewport with more than one predecessor. In this experiment the consequences of
matching each image with its two preceeding images are evaluated. As the results
in Fig. 2 (left) show, the drift of the cameras is clearly reduced by matching with
two preceeding images. The reason for this is a more robust triangulation due
to longer baselines.



Fig. 2. Results for the synthetic scene. Left: Systematic noise was added to the ground-
truth camera calibration (x-axis). The y-axis shows the distance between the first and
the attached camera (see Sect. 3.4). The distance—which would ideally be zero—is
lowered if keypoint matching is performed with two predecessors. Right: Again, the x-
axis shows systematic noise. The reprojection error (y-axis) is lowered for increasingly
erroneous camera calibrations.

Evaluating the LoopClosing Algorithm. To evaluate the LoopClosing al-
gorithm the reprojection errors of the triangulated 3D points are considered.
Figure 2 (right) shows that for an increasing error in the camera calibration the
LoopClosing algorithm yields better results than a sole bundle adjustment.

Analysing the Geometric Accuracy. The algorithm was developed with
measuring and geo-referincing in mind, so the geometric accuracy is of special
interest. To analyse the accuracy the depth maps that were estimated during the
reconstruction process are compared with the corresponding ground truth depth
maps by computing the pixelwise difference. The mean depth error is 0.0263 [m]
with a standard deviation of 0.0297 [m]. Compared to the trench’s maximum
extend of 4 m, the relativ error is about 0.6575%. See [22] for more details.

4.2 Real Scenes

The input images for the reconstruction were taken at two different excavation
sites: Bruszczewo, Poland, and Priene, Turkey. The final models of the recon-
struction are visualised in Fig. 3 and 4, respectivly. Since both of the models
were transformed into the reference coordinate system used at the excavation
site, the geometric accuracy can be analysed by comparing known distances in
the models. The differences between the real distances and the ones from the
models are shown in Table 1. The median error in both scene was below 6 mm,
while in the Bruszczewo scene the worst error was much higher than in the Priene
scene. This is caused by the dark wet soil in the Bruszczewo scene which led to
nearly saturated pixel intensities. Therefore, keypoint detection and dense depth
estimation were complicated. Again, see [22] for more details.



Fig. 3. Bruszczewo scene. Top: three out of sixteen input images. Bottom: resulting
model.

Fig. 4. Priene scene. Top: three out of twenty-one input images. Bottom: resulting
model.



Table 1. Differences to real distances.

scene number of median error mean error std. dev. worst error
measurements [mm] [mm] of mean [mm]

Bruszczewo 312 5.878 8.433 11.223 90.833
Priene 32 5.691 6.396 5.598 19.457

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The possibility to generate 3D models of an archaeological trench bears a high
potential for archaeological investigations and interpretations. The proposed
method yields 3D models that have absolute position, orientation, and scale and
therefore allow measuring and geo-referencing. It is an image-based approach
that only needs equipment that is already part of the standard documentation
procedure in archaeology and known to archaeologists.

Currently, high-dynamic range imaging techniques are integrated into the
reconstruction pipeline to handle difficult lighting conditions such as in the
Bruszczewo scene. Besides that, a more elaborated method for fusing depth
maps or triangle meshes is needed. Some promising methods that will be inves-
tigated further are [23], [24], and [25]. It is also planned to add semantics to the
model by segmenting it into finds and features.
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